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CREDIT SUISSE DROPS INTEREST IN RBS OPENING WAY TO CHINA'S CMB

Top lender to Greek shipping Credit Suisse has reportedly lost interest in acquiring any part of former
top lender, Royal Bank of Scotland's $5bn-plus Greek shipping book. Though neither Credit Suisse
nor RBS has commented, the former is said to have pulled out at the due diligence stage.

Mid-June, RBS reportedly received bids from Credit Suisse and China Merchants Bank (CMB) for
its Greek shipping finance business. Credit Suisse's decision means the Chinese conglomerate is likely
to have a clear run should it decides to mount a bid, in the ever warming financial climate between
Greece and China. However, there are some reports others are interested in RBS' Greek book,
including, surprisingly, Germany's Deutsche Bank, which is striving to get its own book in order. 

The British bank is 73% state-owned following a £46bn ($59.6bn) bailout in 2008 and is known to
have been looking for more than a year for a buyer of its once market-leading Piraeus shipping
operation as pressure on RBS mounts to concentrate on UK domestic clients.

Analysts note RBS has owners like Peter G Livanos and John A Angelicoussis in its stable,
attractive clients for private wealth business. The bank last year held talks with a number of Greek
owners offering discounts to obtain repayment, with some deals understood to have been concluded.

RBS has always publicly insisted it never lost money on shipping, even at the depth of the 2009
downturn, and has repeatedly given assurances it remains committed to the industry, but it has been
reducing its shipping book since the beginning of the global financial crisis. 

According to the annual ship finance survey by Petrofin Research, at the end of 2010 RBS' Greek
book stood at $12.344bn, more than double the second biggest lender, Deutche Schiffsbank's
$5.566bn. At the dawn of this year, Petrofin put RBS' Greek book at $5.2bn, second to Credit Suisse's
$6.72bn. Total lending to Greek shipping stood at $62.7bn at the end of 2015, down from $64bn at
the end of 2014, according to Petrofin.

The latest Petrofin survey does not include China-state owned CMB among the top 30 lenders to
Greek shipping, all of which have books of over $200m. However, there are three Chinese lenders in
the group, China Exim Bank, about $2.4bn, China Development Bank, $1.85bn, and China
Everbright Bank with a $650m loan book to Greeks.

Deutsche Bank has not formerly been a player of any consequence in the Greek ship finance
market, though it has a small Greek book and is known along the Akti Miaouli. As one leading
analyst said: "It has just announced it plans to sell $1bn of its shipping business, perhaps to raise
some chips to bid for RBS." 

MOVE FOR RBS BOOK SEEN AS ANOTHER CHINESE ROAD INTO EUROPE

Interest on the part of China Merchants Bank (CMB) in buying Royal Bank of Scotland's (RBS)
Greek business underlines the growing relationship between Greece and China. It is known CMB has
been looking for shipping and commodities-related assets in Europe for sometime and this develop-
ment could further cement the ties between Athens and Beijing.

When it became known CMB had expressed an interest in RBS' book, Reuters quoted an unnamed
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ship finance source as saying: "For a Chinese bank, buying RBS' Greek business is an inroad into
Europe."

Greek Prime minister Alexis Tsipras, July 6, concluded a successful five-day official visit to
Beijing and Shanghai aimed to broaden the strategic importance of Sino-Greek cooperation and lure
Chinese investments to Greece.

Both sides appear pleased with the results of the visit, hinting the agreement to sell the majority
stake (67%) and the management of Piraeus port to Chinese shipping and logistics giant Cosco, for
around $400m, is the 'dragon head' in the decade-long comprehensive strategic partnership between
Greece and China, leading to wider cooperation in various sectors and establishing Greece as a key
hub between China and Europe, in the framework of Sino-EU relations. 

Indeed, during his trip Tsipras received a pledge from Cosco it would invest a further $553m in
upgrading Greece's main port, in addition to the $332m pledged at the time of bidding for control
of the port. 

Tsipras saw the visit as heralding a "better future for Greece" and the beginning of a new phase of
Sino-Greek relations. After a meeting with Tsipras in Beijing, Chinese President Xi Jinping,
confirmed the Piraeus deal will create new prospects for broadening Greek-Chinese cooperation. The
two leaders discussed Greece's investment proposals in six sectors – the economy, banks, tourism,
research and innovation, Greek exports and culture and Xi Jinping confirmed his interest in also
upgrading political dialogue and cooperation in tourism, culture and sports sectors.

LISTED SHIPPING COMPANIES ENJOY SURGE IN STOCK PRICES

US shipping shares this week joined in a New York rally which brought broader market stock indexes
to record highs. Of the 30 Greek shipping companies listed on the NYSE and Nasdaq, on July 13,
some 22 were up over the week, with the remaining eight steady or down a fraction.

Analysts pointed out the gain came at a time when the broader US benchmarks, Dow Jones
Industrial Average and S&P 500, both reached record highs, seemingly shrugging off any concerns
about global economic concerns like the fallout from the Brexit vote. Other analysts pointed to
positive news in fundamentals, including Opec's decision to increase its demand targets.

Indeed, in recent times shipping stocks have seen wide swings in share value as a study of
Newsfront's 'Stockwatch' will show. However, 'Stockwatch' this week (page 13) reveals several com-
panies have seen their stock price surge by over 20%, with container ship owner Danaos up some
24% to $4.34 a share. Container ship operator Costamare was up 18.65% to $8.90 a share.

Bulker owners Diana Shipping and Star Bulk Carriers were up 21% to $3.20 a share and 15% to
$3.78 a share, while Safe Bulkers climbed away from the $1 compliance price up just under 13% to
$1.25. After spending time below the $1 a share mark, Navios Holdings moved back into NYSE
compliance, gaining 21.15% to reach $1.04. Navios partnership, Navios Maritime Partners rose just
under 14% to $1.51, while Navios Maritime Acquisitions and Navios Midstream also made gains. 

NYSE-listed bunker and logistics company, Aegean Marine Petroleum Network's price was up
13.8% to $6.38 a share, offshore vessel owner Ocean Rig was 11.74% higher on a week ago at $2.64
a share. Tsakos Energy Navigation rose just under 10% to $5.20 a share perhaps in response to
inventory and production data. 

GasLog and GasLog Partners rose a more modest 4.34% and 4% to $13.59 and $19.93 a share,
respectively. 

Companies in the gas sector, Dynagas LNG Partners and Stealthgas, were among the losers, both
down a fraction. 

BODOUROGLOU URGES SHAREHOLDERS TO KEEP THE FAITH

Michael Bodouroglou has written to shareholders of Paragon Shipping and Box Ships urging them to
keep the faith in his leadership declaring better days are ahead in troubled markets. "If I didn't think
this was a battle we could win, I wouldn't be in the fight," said Bodouroglou, in letters posted July 11,
on the websites of both companies.

"I am a significant Paragon shareholder myself," said the founder and ceo of the bulker and con-
tainer ship companies. "Our interests are aligned." He is also the largest investor in Box Ships with a
16% stake. 
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DESPITE ITS MANY EFFORTS, SHIPPING IS MAKING LITTLE HEADWAY

It's the time of year to look at how the industry has been faring this year to date and with the spread
of challenges facing it, it's unlikely the shipping markets would achieve many top grades on their mid-
year report cards. However, says Clarkson Reserach Services, some sectors might still achieve an "A"
for effort as it undertakes a review of the markets' performance in the first half.

The graph compares performance in the first half of 2016 to the averages since the financial crisis,
as a barometer of performance against trend.

The ClarkSea Index, the researcher's average earnings index covering all major sectors, is 18%
down on the average since 2009 and 30% compared to first half 2015. The index actually finished the
mid-year at just $8,575/day, close to its all time low of $7,444/day. Clearly room for improvement.

With widely reported historical lows in the bulker sector in the first half, capes averaged below
$5,000/day in 2016, some 76% below the average since 2009. Containerships fared little better,
slumping to 54% below trend while offshore rates were also almost 50% down on trend and
generally hovering around OPEX levels. The
prevalence of lay-up and stacking makes
offshore arguably the most challenged sector
at present. LPG rates also moved below trend,
with VLGCs averaging $32,000/day, albeit
following their stellar performance of 2015.
Meanwhile, trade is heading towards more
muted growth with an expectation of 2.2% in
2016 compared to a trend rate of 3.2%.

Reduced fleet growth (1% to reach 1.8bn
dwt), increased demolition and extremely
limited newbuild orders should all get an "A"
for effort. Although demolition of 29m dwt
was slightly below first half 2012 levels, it
was 43% above trend. However, orders of
18m dwt and $16bn constituted a 35-year low and 68% down on the average since 2009, lower than
the 19.1m dwt in first half 2009 and lower still if the Valemax orders of 12m dwt are excluded.
"Further pain for the shipyards and pressure on newbuild prices seems likely as the year progresses,"
says Clarksons. S&P activity was well down in value terms but marginally above trend by tonnage,
reflecting the strong buying appetite for bulkers. Bulker sales of 21m dwt in the first half of the year,
was the highest tonnage figure since the same period in 2007.

Although they eased back during the first half, tanker earnings continued to perform above trend
with VLCC rates still averaging around $50,000/day. Product tanker earnings have also eased back
somewhat this year but remain above trend, as does Clarksons' index of chemical tanker earnings.
Best performer across shipping was the ro-ro market, continuing its improvement from 2015 and 60%
above trend, with the ferry and cruise markets also generally positive.

Clarksons concludes: "Shipping is experiencing some of its toughest conditions since the financial
crisis and, despite its many efforts, may well be heading for an appointment with the headmaster –
the bankers."

Times have been tough in the shipping market, but Box Ships is doing the right things to preserve
cash liquidity and cooperate with its lenders, Bodouroglou said in the Box Ships letter. 

He told shareholders: "Like you, I have watched as maritime shipping has been mired in a long
downturn. The entire container shipping sector has suffered and, along with the dry bulk and LNG
sectors, we are at cyclical lows.

"I have seen these times before… Times like these are not only financially difficult, they are
humbling as well," he said in both letters.

"Today, as we enter the second half of 2016, our management team believes better days are
ahead," he told Box Ships shareholders. "I can promise you we will be ready when the container ship
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sector begins to rebound." He said: "We need to continue to work hard, stick to our plans, and
ultimately get through these hard times."

He concluded: "We are optimistic about the future and are positioned to exploit any opportunities.
We appreciate your ongoing support and trust, and hope you will continue to have faith in our
leadership throughout the remaining months of 2016 and into the future."

Paragon and Box Ships are both now trading on the US over-the-counter market.
Paragon has no vessels trading but has orders for three kamsarmax bulkers set to be delivered this

year. Box Ships has a fleet of nine container ships, with a total capacity of 43,925teu.

HANDFUL OF GREEKS MOVE TO CYPRUS, TOO EARLY FOR BREXIT IMPACT

A small number of Greek shipping companies have opened offices in Cyprus, following the uncertainty
with regard to the approval of the Greek tonnage tax system, says Thomas Kazakos, dg of the Cyprus
Shipping Chamber (CSC). He said the number "is in single digits" but are quality companies which
have employed local staff and foreign specialised personnel.

"These firms have indeed began operations on a preliminary basis, they are quality companies and
I can say they began joining the ranks of the CSC," said Kazakos. He noted that should the Greek
tonnage tax system fail to win European Union approval there will be more interest from Greek
firms. He said a large number of Greek shipping companies, including companies owned by London-
based Greek shipowners, are looking to other EU member-states to relocate their headquarters.

Kazakos made his comments in the wake of the UK vote to exit the EU and the possibility of
British shipping firms relocating to Cyprus. He said "it is too early to reach any conclusions on the
next steps as neither the EU nor the UK have concluded a final exit agreement and consequently the
impact on England's highly developed maritime cluster is not known." He said: "What's important, is
not a problem in one country, but for Cyprus to continue maintaining its attractiveness, competitive-
ness, transparency and its EU approved tonnage tax regime so that when opportunities do arise,
[Cyprus] can be considered steady operating base."

Kazakos praised the efforts of Transport minister, Marios Demetriades, who commissioned a
review of the operation of the Department of Merchant Shipping, while the ministry will undergo
reform in the context of the public administration reform. He said this review will assist the DMS,
established in 1963, in better "responding to the requirements of shipping, a globalised industry that
never sleeps". 

He also welcomed the government's intention to appoint a deputy minister responsible for growth,
saying such an appointment would strengthen efforts to further promote Cyprus' shipping industry as
it will give added political backing as it strives to attain its three main goals: the drafting, supervision
and implementation of a national maritime strategy, the representation of Cyprus in the various
international shipping fora, and the promotion of the Cyprus maritime industry. "Furthermore this
political appointment would lead to a clear structure in policy-making issues and problem solving
that require political decisions," said Kazakos.

BEIJING'S REACTION TO ARBITRATION COURT JUDGMENT CAUSES JITTERS

Global oil and shipping markets have reacted nervously to the international arbitration court's ruling
against Beijing's claims to large swathes of the South China Sea, fueling geopolitical tensions in the
vital waterway. The Chinese have rejected the ruling in favour of the Philippines outright .

A tribunal in The Hague, Netherlands, found China had breached the sovereign rights of the
Philippines and had no legal basis to its historic claims in the South China Sea, a major shipping lane
between Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 

Though shippers and oil traders do not expect an immediate impact on shipping as a result of the
ruling, nerves were on edge after China said its military would defend its sovereign rights.

"It is vital merchant ships are allowed to go about their lawful business on the world's oceans
without diversion or delay. We will of course be monitoring for any interference in the coming
weeks," said Peter Hinchliffe, secretary general of the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS).

The deep waters of the South China Basin between the Spratly and also-disputed Paracel Islands
are the most direct shipping lane between northeast Asia's industrial hubs of China, Japan and South
Korea and Europe and the Middle East.

continued from page 3 //
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The geography of the region offers few economically viable alternative routes for large oil tankers
or dry-bulk ships and container ships.

Esben Poulsson, president of the Singapore Shipping Association, said any actions that restricted
the right of innocent passage and freedom of safe navigation for merchant shipping would potentially
drive up shipping costs, resulting in a detrimental impact on maritime trade.

Reuters shipping data shows some 25 VLCCs are passing between the disputed Spratly and
Paracel Islands at any time, with enough capacity to carry the equivalent of about 11 days' worth of
Japanese demand.

A number of analysts say the issue is political and will not change in any way the reality, noting
what is really at stake is access to offshore oil and gas deposits and fishing grounds.

Indeed, insurers said costs were unlikely to rise in the short term. "We don't currently foresee any
increase in insurance costs as a result of the ruling and would be surprised to see operators being
penalised by the insurance market for trading in this area," Andrew Brooker, of Hong Kong marine
insurance broker's Latitude Brokers, is reported as commenting.

Further, the South China Sea is not listed by the Lloyd's Market Association (LMA)'s joint war
committee which highlights insurance hotspots.

CROSS INDUSTRY GROUP IN COALITION TO PROMOTE LNG AS A FUEL

On July 12, Carnival Corp, DNV GL, Lloyd's Register, NYK Line, Tote and Shell signed the official
agreement giving birth to SEA/LNG, a coalition, to accelerate the widespread adoption of liquefied
natural gas (LNG) as a marine fuel. 

The coalition aims to help break down the barriers hindering the global development of LNG in
marine applications, thereby improving the environmental performance of the shipping industry.
Wartsila, Qatargas, Mitsubishi Corp, ENGIE, GTT, ENN, GE and the Port of Rotterdam are also
taking part in the initiative.

"This is a strong coalition combining the expertise of major fleet owners, classification societies,
port facilities, and energy experts," said Timo Koponen, vp Flow & Gas Solutions, Wärtsilä Marine
Solutions. "Wärtsilä contributes its vast experience and know-how in gas driven propulsion systems
and the entire gas value chain. By working together, we plan to overcome the challenges and speed
the general acceptance of LNG. Having been a pioneer in the use of LNG as a marine fuel, and a
developer of major technologies facilitating the adoption of LNG fuel, it is natural that Wärtsilä
supports wholeheartedly the aims of the SEA/LNG coalition," said Koponen. 

Peter Keller, chairman of SEA/LNG and executive vp of Tote, said: "We recognise the need to
work closely with key players across the value chain, including shipping companies, classification
societies, ports, major LNG suppliers, downstream companies, infrastructure providers and original
equipment manufacturers to ensure an understanding of the environmental and performance benefits
of LNG as a marine transport fuel. SEA/LNG aims to address market barriers and help transform the
use of LNG as a marine fuel into a global reality."

Tom Strang, senior vp of maritime affairs at Carnival, said: "By working together proactively
across the whole marine LNG value chain we can make the transition to a lower emission marine
sector a reality."

IN WAKE OF OWB BIMCO, SUPPLIERS, OWNERS REVIEW BUNKER CONTRACT

In the aftermath of the November 2014 collapse of OW Bunker, bunker suppliers are to work with
Bimco in redrafting the industry standard bunker supply contract, in a bid to avoid a repeat of the
calamity which has left hundreds of shipowners facing two, and even three, claims for the same
bunker stems.

Both physical suppliers and Dutch bank ING – as assignee of OWB's debts – have been staking
claims to outstanding invoices which reportedly run to between $700m-$1bn. Dozens of vessels have
been arrested around the globe linked to claims. 

Root of the problem seems to stem in the wording of the contract, which in the light of legal
judgments in the UK Supreme Court and elsewhere, appears to leave intermediaries rather than
physical suppliers at the top of the list to be paid.

Now, World Fuel Supplies and Dan Bunkering have joined industry experts to review the standard
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bunker contract, Bimco Terms 2015. Shipowners will be represented by Denmark-based J Lauritzen
and Norden, legal and P&I input comes from law firm Clyde & Co and the North of England P&I
Club, while the International Bunker Industry Association (IBIA) will have two on the redrafting team.

The review team will begin their task over the summer and consult with the industry once they
have developed a revised draft contract with preliminary findings to be presented to Bimco's Docu-
mentary Committee, in November.

Bimco Terms 2015 are widely accepted by suppliers and traders as a fair and balanced set of terms
and conditions for purchasing and delivering marine fuels but the collapse of OWB has created
contractual uncertainty in the bunker sector, and Bimco has expressed concern that some players will
now see the use of one-sided and highly protective contracts as the solution, like cash up front.

Bimco says a standard bunker contract that addresses the needs and concerns of buyers and
suppliers alike can only be achieved by all the key stakeholders working together to find a solution,
rather than individual companies barricading themselves behind contractual walls.

The contract revision team is led by Claus Kesting of J Lauritzen, who also worked on the 2015
edition. Kesting said: "The OW Bunker collapse has sharply focused the industry's mind on how
essential it is to have a solid contract in place. Encouraging the industry to support and use uniform
terms and conditions for bunker sales is the best way to reduce the contractual uncertainty that we
currently have. With the backing of several major physical suppliers and traders, we can work
together to find a global contractual solution acceptable to sellers, suppliers and purchasers."

Chinese shipbuilders have increased the number of orders won in the first six months of the year pro-

viding a positive sign for the domestic shipbuilding industry.

China's Information and Industry Technology ministry said the country's shipyards received

16.2m dwt of new orders in the first half, an increase of 44.7%, but confirms China's backlog as of the

end of June fell 13.6% to 119.3m dwt.

Meanwhile, following the collapse of several yards and the downturn in the sector, Beijing plans to

tighten and improve on its policy regarding the 'white list' of shipyards. The Industry and Information

Technology ministry said in a statement, it is asking for opinions on its proposed new guidelines to the

'white list' of shipyards. Under the proposed changes to the policy, the listed yards will be removed if

they have not delivered ships, received new orders, started construction on a new ship for more than

one year. Yards that have suspended operations, declared bankrupted, and entered into debt restructur-

ing will be struck off the list as well, while it is proposed that once a yard has been removed from the

list, it is unable to apply to be on the list within the next two years.

The 'white list' of shipyards was announced in September 2014, and the status allows shipbuilders to

benefit from prioritised policy support and access to domestic bank loans, giving a much-needed boost

to running their operations. To-date, there are 71 Chinese yards on the 'white list', but seven have either

declared bankruptcy or suspended operations. Another four 'white list' state-owned yards of China

Shipbuilding Industry Corp (CSIC) are currently going through a merger process.

South Korean shipbuilders took the largest volume of new orders of vessels in June, industry data

from Clarkson Research Services shows. South Korean shipbuilders clinched new contracts of

370,000 compensated gross tonnage, or eight ships, out of the total 960,000 CGT, or 51 ships, in June. 

This is the first time South Korean shipbuilders ranked No.1 in terms of monthly contracts since

October 2015. China followed the ranking with 290,000 CGT, or 13 ships, and Japan ranked third with

210,000 CGT.

NEWBUILDINGS

GREEK MARKET REPORT
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When it come to orders in the first half of 2016 the global shipping industry recorded the lowest

since the data was first released by Clarkson in 1996. And despite June's data, the Korean shipbuilding

industry suffered a record low orders in the first half with 830,000 CGT, a 13.1% of the global order of

6.3m CGT. Compared to last year, Korean shipbuilder's first half performance has sunk by 88% in

terms of CGT.

A further complication for Korean builders is the attitude of South Korean banks, which are increas-

ingly concerned about their credit exposure to the ailing shipbuilders in the country. This has led to a

reluctance on their part to offer refund guarantees for new orders.

Yonhap news agency reports sources, saying KEB-Hana Bank, the main creditor of Hyundai HI,

asked rival banks offer refund guarantees on time, and not retrieve loans extended to Hyundai HI.

A refund guarantee issued by a shipyard's bank is important for a ship owner when ordering a new

vessel from a shipyard. If the shipyard defaults, the bank's refund guarantee provides the shipowner

with the money already paid. Without a refund guarantee, winning a new shipbuilding deal is almost

impossible for a shipyard.

Last year, Korea's top three shipyards — Hyundai HI, Samsung HI and Daewoo Sh & ME – suf-

fered a combined operating loss of 8.5 trillion won ($7.4bn). 

There is activity in the s&p market, just not involving Greek interests. Though they still sit at the top of

tables regarding dealings in the s&p market, in recent weeks Greek interests have taken a back seat, and

deals coming to light are more often than not ones concluded some time back or off the market. 

Generally, most activity is in the dry sector as the freight market begins to move in the right direc-

tion while the slowdown in the tanker market is, says John Cotzias of Intermodal, "eating into the

appetites of potential investors".

VesselsValue.com reports that in the second quarter of 2016, five-year-old and 10-year-old pana-

max bulkers of fixed age values rose by over 20% in the quarter, but that the sum spent in the quarter

fell from $6.681bn in 2015 to $3.051bn in 2016, with the VLCC sector the actual star, with nine deals

in the 2016 second quarter compared to just three, in the first quarter.

The largest seller of ships in the second quarter was Metrostar Management / Theodore

Angelopoulos, who disposed of four VLs of 1.232m dwt for a total $339m. Nereus Shipping / M

Lemos also sold four suezmaxes (600,000dwt) pocketing $106m.

Back to this week's report, Thenamaris / Dinos Martinos has sold the suezmax tanker Seatriumph

at a healthy price. Brokers says the 149,953dwt unit, built 2002, has been sold in a $30.7m deal, with a

five-year t/c to Rosneft at $20,000 per day contributing to the price, say brokers. Some brokers, howev-

er, suggest this is an older deal, possibly from May, with long subjects attached. The identity of the

buyer has not yet been uncovered. VesselsValue prices the tanker at $22.73m charter free.

Despite saying it was pulling back after buying some 20 vessels since 2012, NYSE-listed Diana

Shipping / Simeon Palios appears to be moving on a capesize resale, say brokers, with a second option

also in the wind. Clarksons Research Services prices a capesize resale at $36m, down from $39m at

the end of 2015 and $54m at the close of 2014, but prices have not fallen in the past three months. 

FreeSeas ceo Ion Varouxakis has, meanwhile, denied reports of the sale of the Free Maverick,

23,994dwt, as reported by Newsfront Vol 17, Nr 27. Brokers reported the 1998-built vessel had been

SALE & PURCHASE

Market information published in Newsfront is confidential and for our subscribers’ use only, 
and is without guarantee. No action should be taken on the basis of this information 
without prior independent confirmation. Errors brought to the Editor’s attention 

will be corrected in a subsequent issue of this newsletter.
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sold out of lay-up to undisclosed buyers for $1.6m though VesselsValue.com puts the value of the ship

at $2.39m.

Grimaldi-controlled Minoan Lines is said to have sold the ropax Ikarus Palace 29,968gt for €55m

($61m). The Scandinavian built ship is double bottom and has a capacity of 800 unberthed passengers,

700 berths, and at 2,185 lanes mtrs, 800 cars. The buyers have not been identified. 

Demolition activity continues to be slow when compared to the first half of the year. Just one Greek

vessel is reported to have been scrapped going to Indian breakers on unreported terms. Indian breakers

are behind most of the activity in the demo sector, with reported prices reflecting a determination to

catch up with the competition and regain market share, which has slipped to Bangladesh and Pakistan. 

BULKERS

l CS Salina (ex-Angel Arrow), Bahamas flag, 20,225 / 32,355dwt, built 2004 (Kanda Zosensho,

Kawajiri, Japan), double hull, semi-open type, 5 holds / 5 hatches, 4 x 30.5-tonne cranes, (Mitsubishi

9,001bhp), has been sold by Campbell Shipping of Bahamas to unidentified Greek buyers for $5m. 

TANKERS

l Jet XVI (ex-Elia Wonsild, ex-Elia Terkol), Greek flag, 1,716 / 3,294dwt, built 1990 (A/S Nordso-

vaerftet, Ringkobing, Denmark), 12 tanks, 12 cargo pumps, ice capable, 1 thwart CP thruster (f),

(MaK 1,496bhp), has been sold by Jet Tank Maritime of Greece to unidentified buyers for an

undisclosed price.

l Jet XVII (ex-Lone Wonsild, ex-Lone Terkol), Greek flag, 1,711 / 3,282dwt, built 1990 (A/S

Nordsovaerftet, Ringkobing, Denmark), converted from chemical tanker into prod tanker in 2008, 12

tanks, 12 cargo pumps, ice capable, 1 thwart FP thruster (f), (MaK 1,496bhp), has been sold by Jet

Tank Maritime of Greece to unidentified buyers for an undisclosed price.

l Sara (ex-Sarabelle II), Maltese flag, 4,156 / 6,608dwt, built 1990 (Cant. Navale Ferrari, La Spezia,

Italy), 12 tanks, 12 cargo pumps, (Wartsila 4,746bhp), has been sold by Aegean Bunkering Services

of Greece to unidentified buyers for an undisclosed price. 

l Seatriumph, Maltese flag, 84,598 / 149,953dwt, built 2002 (Samho HI, Samho, South Korea), 12

tanks, 3 cargo pumps, cargo heating coils, (B&W 25,321bhp), has been sold by Thenamaris Ship

Management of Greece to undisclosed buyers for $30.7m. The deal is on subjects and said to be

linked to a storage project. S/S, D/D due in January.

GENERAL CARGO SHIP

l Munevver, Maltese flag, 5,880 / 7,632dwt, built 2012 (Lianyungang MRMT Ship Industry, Guannan

County, China), 2 engines, 2 props, (Chinese std 4,000bhp), has been sold by AGS Union Insaat

Tasimacilik Ticaret of Turkey to unidentified Greek buyers for an undisclosed price. 

PASSENGER SHIPS / RORO

l Ikarus Palace (ex-Ikarus), Greek flag, 29,968 / 5,150dwt, built 1997 (Bruces Verkstad / Fosen

Mek. Verksteder, Landskrona / Rissa, Sweden / Norway), double bottom, 4 engines, 2 props, 2 thwart

FP thrusters (f), 800 unberthed passengers, 700 berths, 2,185 lanes mtrs, 800 cars, (MAN

60,476bhp), has been sold by Minoan Lines of Greece to unidentified buyers for €55m ($61m). 

DEMOLITION
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DEMOLITION

l Magnum V (ex-Seabulk Plover, ex-Red Plover, ex-Leiv Viking), Sierra Leone flag, 1,137 / 759dwt,

built 1975 (D.W. Kremer Sohn, Elmshorn, Germany), anchor handling tug, 2 engines, 2 props, 1

thwart FP thruster (f), ice capable, (MaK 7,000bhp), has been sold by Minerva Maritime / Seacor

Holdings of Greece / US to breakers in India on unreported terms.

UPDATES

l Tanker Tarazara, St Vincent & The Grenadines flag, 1,896dwt, built 1988 in Sasaki Shipbuilding,

Japan, reported Newsfront Vol 16 Nr 32, as sold by 8 Balls Resources of Nigeria to unidentified

Greek interests for $300,000. It went to Lidmar Shipping & Trading, is now the Magelanos and flies

the home flag.

l Capesize bulker SA Fortius, Bahamas flag, 171,509dwt, built 2001 in Hyundai HI, South Korea,

reported Newsfront Vol 16 Nr 44, as sold by Enterprises Shipping & Trading of Greece to unidentified

buyers for $9m with S/S, D/D due. It went to Winning International group of Singapore, managed by

Winning Shipping of China, is re-named Sunny Voyager and now flies the Panamanian flag.

l Bulker Maraki, Maltese flag, 26,472dwt, built 1994 in Imabari Shipbuilding, Japan, reported

Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 13, as sold by Thalkat Shipping of Greece to unidentified buyers for a reported

$2m. It went to Aknur Denizcilik of Turkey, is re-named Maraki K and has raised the Cook Islands

flag.

l General cargo ship River Trader, Liberian flag, 1,399dwt, built 1989 in Yorkshire DD Co, UK,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 13, as sold by Mediterranean Navigation of India to unidentified Greek

buyers for an undisclosed price. It went to Sky Mare Navigation and retains is flag and name.

l The 4,380teu container ship Sct Dignity, Marshall Islands flag, 54,254dwt, built 2010 in Daewoo S

& ME, South Korea, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 13, as sold by Seacastle of the USA to unidentified

Greek buyers for $10.2m. It went to Interunity Management, is now the Dignity and retains its flag.

l Bulker ID Mermaid, Hong Kong flag, 27,105dwt, built 2001 in New Century Shipbuilding, China,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 15, as sold by Bidsted & Co SA of Denmark to unidentified Greek

interests for an undisclosed price. It went to Lidmar Shipping & Trading, is now the Strofi and has

raised the Panamanian flag. 

l Tanker Jasmin, Maltese flag, 6,995dwt, built 2010 in Soli Shipyard, Turkey, reported Newsfront

Vol 17 Nr 15, as sold by Chemmariner Shipping of Turkey to unidentified Greek interests for an

undisclosed price. It went to Enea Management, is now the Athlos and has raised the Maltese flag.

l Log fitted, open-box bulker Lion, Bahamas flag, 31,651dwt, built 2000, in Saiki HI, Japan, reported

Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 15, as sold by Elmar / Alcyon Shipping of Greece to undisclosed buyers for

$3.2m. It went to West African Marine of Greece is now the Lazeez and flies the Panamanian flag.

l Aframax tanker Stresa, Greek flag, 105,357dwt, built 2002 in Daewoo S & ME, South Korea,

reported Newsfront Vol 17, Nr 15, as sold by Neda Maritime of Greece to undisclosed buyers for a

reported price between $19.3m / $19.6m. It went to Bakri International Energy of Saudi Arabia, is

now the Daffodil and flies the home flag.

l Bulker CS Vanguard, Bahamas flag, 34,812dwt, built 2004 in Tianjin Xingang Shipyard, China,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 17, as sold by Campbell Shipping of Bahamas to unidentified Greek

interests for $3.5m. It did not come the Greeks but went to Beyaz Denizcilik of Turkey, is re-named

Vanguard and has raised the Marshall Islands flag. 

l Bulker Fu May, Liberian flag, 76,015dwt, built 2002 in Tsuneishi SB, Japan, reported Newsfront

Vol 17 Nr 17, as sold by the Foremost Group of the USA to unidentified Greek buyers for an

undisclosed price. It came the QC Shipping Investments and is managed by Erasmus Shipinvest. It is

now the Matilde and flies the Marshall Islands flag.
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l Bulker Ocean Star, South Korean flag, 22,056dwt, built 1995 in Saiki HI, Japan, reported

Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 17, as sold by KDB Capital Corp of South Korea to unidentified Greek interests

for an undisclosed price. It went to Alma Shipmanagement & Trading, is re-named Mandona and has

raised the Belize flag.

l The 1,700teu container ship Guangzhou Wenchong GWS486, Singapore flag, 21,900dwt, built

2016 in Guangzhou Wenchong, China, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 20, as sold by Buss Capital

GmbH & Co KG of Germany to unidentified Greek buyers for $20.5m. It went to Capital Maritime,

was re-named Attalos I and has since been sold on to unidentified Greeks for $20.5m. 

l Double bottom bulker Nordweser, Cyprus flag, 75,321dwt, built 2001 in Samho IHI, South Korea,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 20, as sold by Nord Reederei of Germany to unidentified Greek buyers

for $4.4m. This deal did not conclude and the vessel is now said to have gone to unidentified buyers

for $4.3m. 

l Bulker Alam Murni, Singapore flag, 53,553dwt, built 2003 in Iwagi Zosen, Japan, reported

Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 22, as sold by Malaysian Bulk Carriers / PSM Perkapalan of Malaysia to

unidentified Greek buyers for $4.5m. This sale did not conclude and the vessel is now said to have

gone to unidentified buyers for $4.9m.

l Kamsarmax bulker Ao Hong Ma, Hong Kong flag, 93,291dwt, built 2011 in Jiangsu Newyangzi

Shipbuilding, China, reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 27, as part of the Pacseoil International Ship

Management / Cosco fleet of China and sold at auction by mortgagee bank to unidentified Greek

buyers for $8.6m. It is reported the buyer is a Greek company called Kondinave. 

l Sale of the bulker Free Maverick, Liberian flag, 23,994dwt, built 1988, in Kanda Zosensho, Japan,

reported Newsfront Vol 17 Nr 27, as sold out of lay-up by FreeSeas of Greece to undisclosed buyers

for $1.6m, has been denied by the owner.

l Tsakos Energy Navigation (TEN) has extended its stock repurchase programme by $20m for

purchases of its common and/or its preferred shares, saying its first $20m programme launched in

December has been completed.

NYSE-listed TEN said that under the first re-purchase programme, some 3,580,286 common shares

were acquired at an average of $5.59 a share. The company will make additional repurchases from time

to time based on market conditions at management's discretion.

"Tanker stocks and especially TEN have been negatively affected in recent months by reasons unre-

lated to our underlying business. As a result, we believe the current value of our stock continues to

present a great buying opportunity at a time our company is undergoing its largest expansion in history

both in terms of fleet growth and revenue generation," said George V. Saroglou, TEN's vp and coo.

l Norway's DNB has seen loan impairments rise fourfold in the second quarter. It recorded Nk

2.32bn ($274m) in its accounts to June 30, up from Nk 667m in the same period of 2015, sending net

profit down to Nk 4.56bn from Nk 5.08bn.

Interest income was Nk 8.54bn, against Nk 8.72bn a year ago. Assets were stable at Nk 2.66 trillion.

First-half impairments hit Nk 3.49bn, up Nk 2.25bn y-o-y. There was an increase in individual

impairment losses of Nk 822m, with the bank blaming primarily shipping, offshore and energy. "Paral-

lel to this, there was an increase in collective impairment losses, reflecting less favourable economic

conditions in oil-related industries and consequently negative migration in these portfolios," it added.

l A $5.5bn portfolio of bad loans transferred to HSH Nordbank's state owners will take a decade to

wind down according to a report by Bloomberg. The 'bad bank', HSH Portfoliomanagement, created

by Schleswig-Holstein and Hamburg, will reveal the terms of the loans, awarded for 256 vessels

SHIP FINANCE
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during the previous shipping boom, later this year, Philipp Nimmermann, deputy finance minister

of Schleswig-Holstein, told Bloomberg. "We don't know how the market will develop. I don't see

why we should sell below our entry price of €2.4bn ($2.66bn)," said Nimmermann.

"If the market for shipping loans declines, we'll take this into account and if it's more efficient for us

to keep a loan running by way of restructuring it, then that's what we'll do," he said.

l No seizures to report this week.

l No auctions to report this week.

The Baltic Exchange's main sea freight index, entered this week on 703 points due to strong demand

for all vessel types, especially the panamax, and by mid-week was at 726 points. The capesize index

was down at mid-week, but had recovered some of the ground lost earlier and sat at 1,010 points, after

having fallen to 987 points, with average daily earnings for capesizes at $7,369.

The panamax index was up to 819 points, with average daily earnings at $6,549, the highest since in

nine months, while the supramax index was on 679 points, the highest since last October, and the

handysize index on 360 points with daily earnings at $6,807, the highest since October 2015, though

still some 14% below last year's overall level. The average weighted t/c rate at the beginning of the

week was $5,256 up $125 on the week for handies. 

The panamax segment is enjoying a rare time in the sun with demand in both the Pacific and Atlantic

basins, which in part results from surprisingly high Chinese coal imports with brokers and traders

reporting lower domestic production and poor weather have been pushing up rates, while period-char-

ter enquiries and fresh cargoes from the North Pacific and Australia have provided a further boost.

Preliminary trade data showed China imported 21.8m tonnes of coal in June, the highest since

December 2014 and up 31% y-o-y. For the first half of this year, China's coal imports reached 108m

tonnes, representing a 8.2% gain y-o-y.

In the supramax sector, while the overall trend of rate recovery continued, rates have struggled relat-

ed to the east coast of South America and strengthening in most other trades. Greek broker Allied Ship-

broking expects the Pacific market to be slightly more active and says: "We should be able to see

further positive gains being noted over the next couple of days." But, Clarksons reports "limited activ-

ity and long tonnage lists put pressure on supramax transatlantic trip rates".

Australia's Port Hedland, the largest bulk minerals port in the world, achieved record throughput of

460.4m tonnes in the year ended June 2016, the Pilbara Ports Authority said.

GREEK FIXTURES

AUCTIONS

SEIZURES
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The 6th Annual Capital Link CSR [Corporate Social
Responsibility] conference culminated with the awarding of the

'Capital Link CSR Leadership Awards' to Nikos Mouyiaris
(right), founder and ceo of Mana Products, Inc, and Gregorios
Stergioulis, ceo of Hellenic Petroleum (HELPE). Under the title:

‘Rising to the Challenge’, the event was held, June 26, at the
Athens Hilton Hotel, and when presenting the award to

Mouyiaris, Dimitris Mardas (left), deputy minister of Foreign
Affairs, said it was a small tribute and acknowledgement for

the tremendous support and philanthropy he is offering to
Greece, Cyprus and the Greek diaspora.
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Port Hedland's throughput rose 13.4m tonnes in 2015/2016, or 3% from the previous year's level,

according to the PPA, which also encompasses the port of Dampier.

Most of the volume came in terms of iron ore exports, which surged to 454.2m tonnes for the year,

an increase of 14.6m tonnes, or 3%, from the year earlier. Port Hedland in Western Australia is the

world's largest iron ore export port. The port achieved a record volume of monthly throughput in June

of 42.2m tonnes, 9% more from a year earlier. Port Hedland shipped 41.8m tonnes of iron ore in June, a

9% rise from the same month last year.

The combined total throughput of Port Hedland and port of Dampier reached 633.5m tonnes in

2015/2016, an increase of 2% compared with the previous year.

Analysts see tough times ahead for the tanker sector for the next 18 months as new ship deliveries

push down freight rates and the buoyant oil demand slows.

VLCC and suezmax tankers had their best year in 2015 since the boom times of 2008 and the trend

continued in the first half of 2016. But daily charter rates are seen falling in the second half of 2016,

with the global fleet set to expand 7% in the six months with some 85 new VLCC and suezmax tankers

joining the fleet, point out both Clarkson and Poten & Partners. Another 47 vessels are due next year.

At the same time economic growth is expected to be slower in Asia, as refiners dial back on crude oil

to help reduce a huge fuel glut.

VLCC freight rates are likely to be lower this year than in 2015, but Bimco's analyst Peter Sand has

already said they won't fall back as far as 2014's daily average of $27,500 given demand levels and

most tanker shippers expect to stay in the black.

NewLead Holdings in a short statement, July 13, highlighted its bitumen tanker segment capabili-

ties, as well its performance from 2015 by reiterating its operating revenues from the operations.

NewLead said its bitumen tanker vessels have revenues of approximately $15.7m for the year ended

December 31, 2015. In 2015, NewLead transported 515,219 tons or 3,177,087 barrels of bitumen pro-

duced by oil refineries around the globe through some of the world's most demanding trade routes.

Peter Livanos-backed GasLog has secured a contract for its last open newbuilding saying Total has

hired the 174,000cumtr ship for seven-years from delivery in 2018, with a three year option to extend.

Paul Wogan, GasLog ceo, said: "Total is both a leading and growing player in the global LNG industry

and this meets our objective of broadening GasLog's long-term customer base."

GasLog's other five newbuildings still under construction are all fixed to BG Group on contracts

which extend beyond 2030. BG is GasLog and MLP GasLog Partners largest charterer, but the owner

has ships on long-term deals with Shell.

While a clear charter rate with Total is not disclosed, GasLog says its eight strong newbuilding pro-

gramme, including two ships delivered in 2016, will contribute $180m in core operating profit per year.

TIME CHARTER

F Master (built 1997), 24,110dwt, del passing Skaw, t/c trip, $7,750 daily via Cape of Good Hope,

or $9,350 daily via the Suez, redel SE Asia, Prompt, (Charterer not identified).

F St George (built 2010), 32,688dwt, del Canakkale, t/c trip via Black Sea, $4,500 daily, redel West

Mediterranean, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Hawk (built 1994), 45,111dwt, del South Africa, t/c trip, $7,000 daily, redel China, Prompt,

(Topsheen). 

F Aliki P (built 2001), 50,341dwt, del Djibouti, t/c trip via the Black Sea, $6,250 daily, redel

Chittagong, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Roadrunner (built 2008), 54,057dwt, del EC South America, t/c trip, $10,000 daily, redel West

Africa, Jul 20 - 30, (Charterer not reported).

F Angelina The Great N (built 2012), 55,768dwt, del Praia Mole, t/c trip, $9,600 daily, redel East

Mediterranean / Black Sea range, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).
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F Equinox Dream (built 2011), 58,680dwt, del Greece, t/c trip via the Black Sea, approx $12,500

daily, redel Chittagong, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Aliki Perrotis (built 2015), 60,879dwt, del Singapore, t/c trip via Indonesia, $7,000 daily, redel

WC India, Prompt, (Norvic).

F Seaboni (built 2015), 62,657dwt, del Singapore, t/c trip via Indonesia, $8,250 daily, redel

Thailand, Prompt, (Charterer not identified).

F Lucky Luke (built 1999), 72,443dwt, del Busan in d/c, t/c trip via NoPac, intention grain, $5,850

daily, redel Singapore / Japan range, Jul 15 - 17, (Caravel).

F Genco Surprise (built 1998), 72,495dwt, del EC South America, t/c trip, $7,700 daily plus

$260,000 BB, redel Singapore / Japan range, Aug 3 - 12, (Engelhart Commodities Trading).

F Dream Seas (Belibu re-let) (built 2009), 75,171dwt, del Hong Kong, t/c trip via Indonesia, $6,400

daily, redel Malaysia, Jul 15, (Noble).

F Anna S (built 2001), 75,966dwt, del EC South America, t/c trip, $8,000 daily plus $295,000 BB,

redel Singapore / Japan range, Jun 25 - 30, (Cofco Agri).

F Macheras (built 2015), 80,635dwt, del China / Japan / Korea range, t/c 9 to 12 months trading,

$7,850 daily, redel WW, Jul 17 - 23, (Charterer not identified).

F Innovator (built 2012), 81,309dwt, del EC South America, t/c trip, $7,800 daily, plus $280,000

BB, redel Singapore / Japan range, Spot, (Transgrain).

F Captain George (built 2013), 82,140dwt, del Lianyungang, t/c trip via NoPac, intention grain,

$7,000 daily, redel Taiwan, Jul 17 - 20, (Cargill). 

Company
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Day

7-day
change
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STOCKWATCH PRICES

Aegean Marine US 6.38 +0.88 12.54 / 5.00 -5.66

Anek Lines SA GA 0.07 +0.01 0.10 / 0.04 +0.01

Attica Holdings SA GA 1.06 0.00 1.40 / 0.29 +0.55

Box Ships Inc US 0.007 -0.003 NR / NR -0.973

Capital Product US 2.97 +0.17 8.27 / 2.41 -4.54

Costamare Inc US 8.90 +1.66 18.93 / 6.01 -9.56

Danaos Corporation US 4.34 +1.06 6.64 / 2.70 -1.50

Diana Containerships US 3.99 +0.15 16.80 / 2.48 +2.01

Diana Shipping US 3.10 +0.65 8.27 / 1.95 -4.55

Dorian LPG Ltd US 7.12 +0.10 17.07 / 6.85 -9.69

DryShips US 0.44 -0.02 17.25 / 0.42 -0.17

Dynagas LNG Partners US 14.15 -0.14 15.72 / 6.70 -1.03

Euronav NV US 8.87 +0.33 16.64 / 8.48 NA

Euroseas US 1.86 0.00 7.80 / 1.40 +1.11

GasLog Ltd US 13.59 +0.59 17.98 / 5.24 -3.81

GasLog Partners US 19.94 +0.83 21.28 / 9.57 -1.74

Genco Ship & Trading US 6.77 +6.24 7.85 / 4.50 NA
Gener8 Maritime Inc US 5.60 +0.35 14.82 / 4.81 -8.47

Globus Maritime Ltd US 0.44 +0.02 1.78 / 0.05 -1.03

Kiriacoulis Med GA 0.43 0.00 0.65 / 0.22 -0.22

Minoan Lines GA 2.40 0.00 2.45 / 2.00 +0.40

Navios Holdings US 1.04 +0.22 4.51 / 0.57 -2.99

Navios Marit Acquis US 1.58 +0.16 4.50 / 1.41 -2.71

Navios Marit Partners US 1.51 +0.21 11.47 / 0.79 -9.90

Navios Midstream US 11.43 +0.30 16.35 / 6.58 -4.53

Nel Lines GA 0.07 0.00 0.07 / 0.04 +0.03

Neorion Syros GA NT NT 0.00 / 0.00 NT

Ocean Rig US 2.64 +0.31 4.74 / 0.66 -1.98

OLP GA 12.84 +0.51 16.85 / 9.32 -0.47

OLTh GA 19.25 -0.14 26.80 /17.00 -0.55

Paragon Shipping US 0.72 -0.01 45.60 / 0.20 -0.43

Pyxis Tankers Inc US 2.82 +0.11 4.30 / 0.55 NA

Safe Bulkers US 1.25 +0.16 4.13 / 0.30 -2.47

Seanergy Maritime US 2.10 0.00 7.20 / 1.10 +0.80

Star Bulk Carriers US 3.78 +0.58 17.10 / 1.55 +0.80

Stealthgas US 3.40 -0.08 6.14 / 2.39 -2.63

TEN US 5.20 +0.51 10.34 / 4.48 -4.73

Top Ships US 1.59 -0.04 12.90 / 1.30 +0.38

Where traded: US=United States of America;  GA=Greece;  UK=United Kingdom
Prices: In currency of country where stock is traded:  US $ – GA € – UK pence
NA: Not yet traded for full year     NR: No record available of the year-back price     NT: Not being traded at the moment.

Prices as of 13/07/2016
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FROM THE MARKETPLACE
n Striking rail workers have caused Cosco Shipping's latest Greek headache. Just two weeks after

China's Cosco secured the take over of Greece's largest port, rolling strike action by rail workers has

forced Cosco to reroute many containers from Piraeus to Slovenia's Koper port via feeder ships. 

As was the case with striking port workers when the Piraeus port privatisation process was moving

forward, the rail workers are protesting the sale of a state company; this time the sale by Greece's sell-

off agency Taiped, of the country's railway operator Trainose to Italy state railway company Ferrovie

dello Stato was the cause of the action.

On July 14, Taiped accepted the Italian offer of €45m, the only bidder after two other potential

investors, Russian Railways and Greek construction group GEK-Terna, which expressed non-bind-

ing interest in April, dropped out. Trainose is burdened with €750m in state funding which the Euro-

pean Commission (EC) has deemed illegal but will be "cancelled" if the company goes private as was

agreed between Greece and its creditors last year.

n As part of the drive to kick-start Greece's floundering shipbuilding sector, Charalambos Simanto-

nis, Hellenic Short Sea Shipowners' Association (EENMA) chairman; Michael Sakellis, Association

of Greek Passenger Shipping Companies (SEEN) president; and Panagiotis Zacharioudakis, md of

Europa Venture Ltd, July 8, met with alternate Defence minister, Dimitris Vitsas, and briefed him

on progress of the Europa Ship Plan, which is being promoted within Europe by Greece to en-

courage the building of ships in Europe.

During the meeting emphasis was placed on development perspectives that can be exploited to

incorporate European Commission president Jean-Claude Juncker's development package in the

ESP programme, both for the investment in products and passenger transportation in Greece, and to

stimulate the Greek economy in general. Negotiations have already begun with European shipyards for

the first 13 ships of 38 planned.

Involvement of the Defence ministry in the shipbuilding industry arises as a result of work done, and

being done, in the Hellenic and Elefsis Shipyards on the completion of projects undertaken on behalf

of the Greek Navy. 

F Saronis Trader (built 2011), 93,112dwt, del Nordenham, t/c trip via Baltic Sea and Israel, $10,000

daily, redel Cape Passero, Jul 24 - 28, (Golden Ocean).

F Anangel Guardian (built 2010), 179,650dwt, del Amsterdam, t/c trip via Narvik, $14,250 daily,

redel Persian Gulf, Jul 15 - 20, (Oldendorff).

F Star Polaris (built 2011), 179,650dwt, del UK, t/c trip via Seven Islands, $16,000 daily, redel

China, Spot, (Bunge). 

VOYAGE

F Anangel Hope (Oldendorff re-let) (built 2015), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Tubarao /

Rotterdam, $4.44 per lt ton, Fio, l/d 6 ttl days shinc, Aug 1 - 15, (TKS).

F Calliope P (built 2011), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Port Hedland / Qingdao, $4.55 per met

ton, Fio, l/d 80,000shinc / 30,000shinc, end Jul, (BHP Billiton).

F Citius (built 2010) 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, Sudeste / Qingdao, $9.85 per met ton, Fio,

l/d 50,000shinc / 30,000shinc, Aug 5 - 10, (Trafigura). 

F Leviathan (built 2014), 170,000 met tons, 10% moloo ore, West Australia / Qingdao, $4.57 per

met ton, max d/a's $299,000, Fio, l/d scale / 30,000shinc, Jul 15 - 18, (Classic Maritime). 

Office
Rectangle
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n George Procopiou-backed Dynagas LNG Partners has declared a cash distribution of $0.4225

per common unit for the second quarter of 2016, keeping its cash distribution unchanged for seven

quarters in a row. Based on the current distribution, an investment in the NYSE-listed partnership at

the closing price of $14.23, on July 12, would produce an annualised yield of 11.9%.

n Tsakos Energy Navigation (TEN) has declared regular quarterly cash dividend of $0.50 a share for

its 8% Series B Cumulative Redeemable Perpetual Preferred Shares and approximately $0.5547 a

share for its 8.875% Series C Cumulative Redeemable Perpetual Preferred Shares, both trading on

the NYSE.

Each dividend is for the period April 30 through July 29 and is the 13th dividend on the Series B and

the 11th dividend on the Series C. TEN has 2m Series B and 2m Series C shares outstanding.

n Aegean Marine Petroleum has discontinued bunkering operations at its Algeciras base in southern

Spain, opening in November 2013. Nick Hondos, gm for Aegean Bunkering Services, said, July 12:

"We are operating out of Gibraltar and Tangier Med but discontinued Algeciras operations for

commercial reasons," adding Aegean remains "active in that market".

Hondos said the Gibraltar/Algeciras market is "important to us and we remain an active player",

adding the global bunkering company has significant storage capacity at Tangier Med.

In 2011, NYSE-listed Aegean obtained long-term exclusive rights from Horizon Tangiers Termi-

nal to provide retail bunkering services to ships in port and at sea at Tangier Med. The Gibraltar/Alge-

ciras bunker market is one of the region's biggest and in 2014, it was estimated the Gibraltar bunker

market stood at around 4m mt.

n The captain and crew of the Pantheon Tankers Management-managed 318,000dwt VLCC Sea

Lynx, built 2004, have received high praise from the US Coast Guard (USCG) for its role assisting in

the rescue of 21 crew of a fishing vessel in distress some 700 nautical miles west of the Galapagos

Islands, on May 5.

In a letter to captain Antonis Psarianos, commander of the USCG 11th district, Rear Admiral,

Joseph A Servidio wrote that on learning of the vessel in distress, "displaying outstanding seamanship

and professionalism, you immediately and willingly diverted your vessel to the distress position". Once

on the scene Psarianos reported the fishing vessel had experienced an explosion and fire in the engine

room and was disabled, and the 21 crew had taken to liferafts.

Servidio wrote: "You expertly maintained your vessel's position and brought all 21 crew onboard,

including two with burns, and diverted from your voyage and rendezvoused with the Ecuadorian coast

guard, safely delivering the fishermen back to their country and families." 

Servidio said the Sea Lynx's effort is a "shining example of selfless dedication, professionalism and

devotion to safety at sea, and is in the keeping with the highest maritime traditions."

n Some 6,036 volunteers conducted 126 organised cleanups of seafronts, seabeds, banks of rivers

and lakes, forests and other natural areas covering a total length of 91 kilometers during the European

Cleanup Day in Greece, coordinated by Helmepa, which in fact ran May 6 - 15. In all, some 13.5

tons of garbage was collected of which 2.5 tons were recyclable materials that went to the Hellenic

Recovery Recycling Corp (HE.R.R.Corp), a supporter of the nationwide activity.

The volunteers recorded the litter findings on Helmepa's special data cards which were then

processed and analysed providing useful findings regarding the quantities, types and origins of litter

polluting the environment.

Plastic dominates the top 10 litter items. Worryingly, once again this year, the table includes an

increasing number of plastic pieces less than 2.5cm in length, demonstrating these synthetic materials
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do not biodegrade. Instead, as time goes by, they break down into smaller pieces and travel with the

wind and sea currents.

n After an open international bid in April, Greek engineering company Ariexpo SA (MTU Greece)

has secured a contract from the Shipping and Islands Policy ministry covering the maintenance of

main engines of Hellenic Coast Guard (HCG) vessels. The agreement involves the supply of

materials and spare parts, plus the supply and installation of 10 main engines for HCG patrol vessels,

worth €545,000 and €1.82m, respectively.

The deal is 100% funded by the European Commission (EC) and the Green Fund / Account "Blue

Fund", and does not burden the Shipping ministry's regular budget. 

n A plan to blast free Unit Maritime's 44,000dwt bulker Benita, built 1998, and grounded since June

17, in Mauritius, has been scrapped. Salvors considered using explosives to shatter a basalt rock that

has pierced the hull of the bulker, but authorities have indicated they do not favour the idea.

Salvors Five Oceans and DEMEX International had carried out a series of tests at a local basalt

quarry, but are now looking at the use of hydraulic equipment before refloating the ship at a high tide.

Greek-owned Benita ran aground after a member of the ship's crew is said to have suffered a "seri-

ous medical episode" that led to an attack on a fellow crewman and damage to the engine room.

n Vietnamese media said authorities received an emergency alert, July 13, from the Star Bulk Car-

riers-owned 82,000dwt Star Mariella, built 2006, that a crewman has been lost overboard. The vessel

was 240 miles from Vung Tau off Vietnam, and a search was coordinated with shipping in the area.

n The flow of refugees and migrants to Europe has slowed since April when the European Union

(EU) sealed a deal with Turkey to halt illegal traffic across the Aegean Sea, Fabrice Leggeri head of

the region's border agency, Frontex, said July 12.

Since then, Italy has replaced Greece as the migration "front line," with hundreds crossing the

Mediterranean from Libya every day, said Leggeri. "For the first six months of 2016, there were

360,000 illegal entries in the EU, which is higher than what we saw last year, but the influx has been

diminishing since April," Leggeri told France's Europe 1 radio.

In 2015, Frontex recorded more than 1.5m irregular crossings into Europe, mostly by people enter-

ing Greece before heading north to Germany and Sweden, fleeing war and poverty in the Middle East,

North Africa and elsewhere. Leggeri said the "new front line" was now Italy where about 750 people,

mostly from sub-Sahara and Western Africa, arrived each day compared with about 50 in Greece.

A Frontex spokesman said the EU-Turkey deal, under which Ankara agreed to halt illegal migration

in return for financial and political rewards, and the closure of the Greek border with Former Yugoslav

Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) earlier this year, were the two main reasons behind the declining

figures.

n The US Coast Guard (USCG) has revised the Alternate Management Systems (AMS) Programme

for ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) by further extending the current five year "extended

compliance date" for ships fitted with an AMS. Classification society ABS says this means an

installed AMS can be used for additional five years from the "extended compliance date" provided

the AMS is installed prior to the expiration of the vessel's extended compliance date.
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n USCG has meanwhile, denied appeals from four suppliers to allow the 'most probable number'

method of sampling in US type approval testing for BWTS. The manufacturers appealed following

the US decision in December that the MPN method was not equivalent to the required CMFDA/FDA

(vital stain) method. The appeals were denied on the grounds the USCG "lacked the discretion to

approve a testing alternative that would change the discharge standard".

One of the systems denied was DESMI Ocean Guard and though DESMI is considering all

options, a test programme for the RayClean system has already been launched in order to demonstrate

compliance with the FDA test method accepted by the USCG.

"Although we do not agree with the decision of the USCG we of course respect the authority of

the USCG. We will continue to work on having the MPN method accepted also in the U.S. as it is

everywhere else in the world, but in the meantime we must, for the sake of our customers, ensure

USCG type approval of the RayClean system," said Rasmus Folsø, ceo, DESMI Ocean Guard. "We

will therefore perform the required additional testing with the FDA method to demonstrate com-

pliance with the USCG rules. These tests have been planned and prepared during the spring and are

now ongoing at DHI test facility in Denmark. We expect to finalize the land based testing this fall

aiming for USCG type approval of the RayClean system late 2016."

n European Shipping Week 2017 (ESW17) will focus on the competitiveness of European shipping

globally and the strategies being developed by the European Union (EU) to foster this. Digitisation

and modernisation of the policy framework are indispensable for the maritime sector to become even

more quality oriented, sustainable and competitive in the years ahead. 

To be held in Brussels, from February 27 to March 3, the week will offer the ideal platform for both

industry and regulators to come together to debate and agree a pathway of these and other issues mov-

ing forward. ESW17 will fall under the Maltese Presidency of the European Union and Valetta has

already announced that it will focus its maritime agenda on migration and the Mediterranean. Decar-

bonisation of shipping will also come under discussion during the week, either in the context of the

flagship conference to be held on March 1, or through a dedicated event.

The initiative, launched in 2015 by the European shipowners' body, Ecsa, will be run by a steering

group made up of Europe's main shipping organisations as well as the EC and Shipping Innovation.

Organisations involved on the steering group include: Ecsa; cruise body, CLIA Europe; Brokers and

agents, ECASBA; Ferry sector's Interferry; the dredging association (EuDA); World Shipping Coun-

cil (WSC); the European Transport Workers' Federation (ETF); the tugowners' association (ETA); and

the pilots association (EMPA). Other European shipping associations may also be invited to support

the initiative and hold relevant events during the week.

n The prospect of the UK leaving the European Union (EU) has raised a number of questions

regarding the status, now and in the future, of sulphur regulations in the UK. In response to some of

the questions raised, the International Bunker Industry Association (IBIA) has investigated the short

term reality and future scenarios.

The EU's sulphur regulations contained in Directive 1999/32/EC and subsequent amendments – the

EU Sulphur Directive – go beyond the minimum requirements of Imo's Marpol Annex VI.

EU and Imo regulations are aligned regarding the 0.10% fuel sulphur limit for ships operating with-

in an emission control areas (ECAs), but the EU Sulphur Directive has three key extra requirements.

Firstly, it sets a 0.10% fuel sulphur limit for ships berth in any EU port. Secondly, outside ECAs,

there is a 1.50% sulphur limit for passenger ships on regular service between EU ports until 2020.

Thirdly, the EU has decided a 0.50% will apply within EU waters from 2020 regardless of the timing of

the Imo's global 0.50% sulphur cap. EU waters are defined as the Economic Exclusive Zone (EEZ)
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which stretches 200 nautical miles from shore of its member states, except where that encroaches on

the EZZ of non-EU countries.

n Two Turkish seafarers have been convicted in the UK of smuggling three tonnes of cocaine worth

more than £500m (then $767m) on a tug. Europe's biggest ever haul of drugs at sea was found hidden

in false tanks on the 400gt Hamal, built 1979, in the North Sea, on April 24, 2015. The two were

found guilty at the high court in Glasgow, while the case against four other crew was found not

proven by majority verdict.

The vessel is listed as being operated by Kiev Shipping & Trading of the Marshall Islands and in a

interesting exercise VesselsValue estimates the current market value of the Hamal is around $400,000

assuming she is in good condition. However, with the cargo, the value would be 1,700 times higher. 

n Anita Odedra has been appointed executive vp for commercial business at the Angelicoussis

Group's Maran Gas Maritime (MGM). Odedra will be based in London, with overall responsibility

for the commercial department of MGM, working with Richard Gilmore, who retains responsibility

for day-to-day management of MGM from the Athens office under md, Stavros Hatzigrigoris.

Odedra was global shipping vp for the BG Group, a major LNG supplier and a significant business

partner for Maran Gas, and when oil major Shell took over BG this past February, she left to become

vp for shipping and commercial operations at Cheniere Energy the US LNG producer. "We are

delighted that Anita is joining Maran Gas," MGM's Maria Angelicoussis said in a statement.

Odedra's "wealth of experience, in particular in the LNG shipping space, will certainly add to the

core strength of our excellent team at Maran Gas and we all very much look forward to welcoming

Anita and working with her," said Angelicoussis.

n Some two years after being purchased by Gregory Callimanopoulos-controlled Marine Manage-

ment Services, the 124,996 mt (159,156dwt) tanker United Kalavryta made its first visit to Greece,

arriving, July 8, to discharge a cargo at the Hellenic Petroleum Pachi terminal. The owner took the

opportunity to present the vessel and have it blessed by bishop Amvrosios of Kalavryta & Aigialeia,

the region where the Callimanopoulos dynasty has its roots and is today a major regional bene-factor.

The 2005, Hyundai HI-built suezmax was purchased as the SCF Byrranga for a reported $35.5m in

the spring of 2014. 

n The July 8 agm of Thessaloniki Port Authority (OLTh) shareholders, elected a new president and

two new board members following resignations. Previous vc, Konstantinos Mellios is the new

chairman and non executive member, with Dimitrios Makris remaining ceo and executive member,

while newcomer Dimitrios Routos was elected vp and non executive member.

Other board members are non executive members: Angelos Vlachos, Panagiotis Kardaras and

Dimitrios Bikas with Georgios Tozidis, independent non executive member. Lazaros Tsantalidis,

represents staff workers and is a non executive member; Dimitrios Theriou, port workers' representa-

tive and non executive member; Georgios Dimarelos, Thessaloniki municipality rep, and Konstanti-

nos Karoulis are both independent non executive members. Routos, Tozidis and Dimarelos form the

audit committee.

ON AND OFF THE AKTI MIAOULI

PEOPLE & PLACES
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n Euploia Drydocks & Services has broaden its professional horizons signing a collaboration agree-

ment with UK ship propeller and stern gear designer, manufacturer, service and repair group, Stone

Marine Seals and Stone Marine Services. Active in the field of vessel propulsion systems,

specialising in seals, repairs, spare parts and services, Euploia's md, Charis Valentakis, said: "This

collaboration aligns with our vision to offer clients high quality repairs, services and spares parts. We

look forward to building a mutually beneficial relationship with Stone Marine Seals and Stone

Marine Services. I sincerely hope this first step will lead to long term collaboration between our

companies". Keith Kirkcaldy, director, gm of Stone Marine Seals, and Steven Fyfe, operations

director of Stone Marine Services, said in a joint statement, the companies are committed to the

collaboration. "Through this agency agreement we expect to expand our business in the field of ship

propeller and stern gear design, manufacture, service and repair. We expect to increase sales in the

Greek market and strengthen our position in the global propulsion system market."

n The 6th Annual Capital Link CSR [Corporate Social Responsibility] conference culminated with

the awarding of 'Capital Link CSR Leadership Awards' to Nikos Mouyiaris, founder and ceo of

Mana Products, Inc, and Gregorios Stergioulis, ceo of Hellenic Petroleum (HELPE). Under the

title: 'Rising to the Challenge', the event was held June 26, at the Athens Hilton Hotel, and when

presenting the award to Mouyiaris, Dimitris Mardas, deputy minister of Foreign Affairs, said it was

a small tribute and acknowledgement for the tremendous support and philanthropy he is offering to

Greece, Cyprus and the Greek diaspora. Stergioulis was presented with the award in recognition of

HELPE's various social contributions to the country. It was presented by George Patoulis, mayor of

Maroussi and president of Central Union of Municipalities of Greece, and president of the Medical

Association of Athens.

n Risk management and incident investigation is the focus of a Lloyd's Register (LR) two-day

interactive course, July 25 - 26, which is aimed at office and shipboard personnel who have responsi-

bility for safety. Delegates will be shown how to carry out operational risk assessments and incident

investigations.

The risk assessment methodology used is based on the UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency

(MCA) Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen.

Incident investigation is based on methodology used by the UK MCA and the United States Coast

Guard (USCG). This course aims to raise the awareness of managing risk in shipboard operations from

both the pro-active approach of risk assessment to the reactive approach of incident investigation and is

of benefit to those in shipping companies, both onboard and ashore, who have a responsibility for safe-

ty and are trying to reduce incidents and achieve the safety management objectives of the ISM Code.

This course will help attendees meet elements 8 and 9 of the Tanker Management Self Assessment

(TMSA) guidelines. The course has been granted official IMarEST CPD recognition. Registration by

July 21. Cost is €930. Further information: Jenny Filippakou, Marine Training Business Specialist,

Tel: 210 4580 819 / E-mail: lloydspiraeustraining@lr.org
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